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Abstract. We first study the seasonal and geographical behavior of gravity wave activity in the

lower stratosphere over the southernmost Andes mountains and their prolongation in the Antarctic

Peninsula by global positioning system (GPS) radio occultation (RO) temperature profiles, obtained

between years 2002 and 2005 by the CHAllenging Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP) mission. The

observed features complement observations in the same zone by other satellite passive remote sens-5

ing instruments, which are able to detect different height regions and other spectral intervals of the

wave spectrum. Comparisons with previous GPS RO studies in smaller areas than the one covered

in our analysis are also established. Significant seasonal variation of wave activity is observed in our

work, in agreement with results from other instruments. The locations of significant cases indicate

that topography is an important source. Some strong wave activity is also found over open ocean.10

Critical level filtering is shown to have an attenuation effect, implying that a large fraction of the

observed activity can be considered to be an outcome of mountain waves. The studied region has

a significant advantage as compared to other regions of our planet: it generates wavefronts nearly

aligned with the North-South direction (almost parallel to the mountains), whereby this geometry

favors the wave detection by the nearly meridional line of sight characterizing most of the GPS RO15

observations used. A distribution of the observed gravity waves in terms of amplitudes and wave-

lengths is also presented.
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1 Introduction

Gravity wave (GW) drag in general circulation models has been usually treated with parameteriza-20

tions. A primary limitation of the development and validation of these representations has been the

lack of observational constraints on waves. Moreover, it is very difficult to obtain a complete view

of three-dimensional time-varying atmospheric processes with a single instrument or technique. Ra-

diosonde, lidar, radar, and rocket measurements generally provide local observations of GW, whereas

measurements on board satellites can yield global coverage (e.g., Wu and Waters, 1996; Tsuda et al.,25

2000). Studies in unexplored areas specially benefit from the last platform. However, many of the

observed wave properties are related to the instrumental sensitivities to certain portions of the wave

spectrum or to the operational heights (e.g., Kuo et al., 2005; Wu et al., 2006). In addition, back-

ground winds affect the vertical wavelengths (e.g., Alexander, 1998) and may move waves in or out

of the filtering window of each observational technique. Source variability and critical level filtering30

are also important factors in the observed wave activity variability. The outcome of passive remote

sensing satellite observations is also strongly dependent on the relative orientation of the line of sight

(LOS) and the wavefronts to be detected (e.g., Preusse et al., 2002; Lange and Jacobi, 2003; Jiang et

al., 2004; Alexander et al., 2008).

Due to their similar measurement characteristics, all satellite limb viewing techniques have a35

good vertical resolution and a coarse horizontal resolution (typically 1 km against 100 km). These

methods are sensitive to overlapping or neighboring areas of the wavelength spectrum. Operational

in another region of wavelength space, nadir viewing techniques have better horizontal and worse

vertical resolution. Temperature profiles from different space-borne sounders may provide comple-

mentary views. The nadir viewing Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit-A (AMSU-A) radiances40

are sensitive to temperature perturbations of horizontal wavelengths between 100 and 200 km and

vertical wavelengths greater than 5 km. The Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) nadir instrument

has a different horizontal and vertical resolution range, respectively around between 20 and 60 km

and greater than 15 km. Both instruments have been used in the lower stratosphere. Upper Atmo-

sphere Research Satellite Microwave Limb Sounder (UARS MLS) limb radiances are able to yield45

temperature fluctuations with vertical wavelengths greater than 10 km and horizontal wavelengths

between 30 and 100 km and provide data in the 28-80 km altitude range. Stratospheric temperature

measurements from infrared limb sounding like those obtained from the Cryogenic Infrared Spec-

trometers and Telescopes for the Atmosphere (CRISTA) and global positioning system (GPS) radio

occultation (RO) have a horizontal resolution of around 100 km, whereas the vertical resolutions are50

respectively around 4 and 1 km. The GPS RO technique is capable of retrieving temperature profiles

of the troposphere and lower stratosphere with sub-Kelvin accuracy and long-term stability, regard-

less of weather conditions. It has the best global coverage over the last years against all the other

techniques. Previous regional studies with these data only covered parts of the region of interest in

this study.55
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Last decade studies that rely on remote sensing techniques on board of satellites have shown

that there is an extra-tropical zone in the Southern Hemisphere, close to the Patagonian Andes,

their prolongation in the Antarctic Peninsula and towards the South Atlantic Ocean, that exhibits

a strong wave activity in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere in winter and spring (see

references below). A similar feature has been found during winter in the North Atlantic region at60

roughly equivalent latitudes with UARS MLS and AMSU-A data (McLandress et al., 2000; Wu and

Zhang, 2004). The southern observations provide strong indications that mountain waves forced

by flow over the Andes may routinely reach the stratosphere. Wu and Waters (1996, 1997) used

UARS MLS data between June and July 1993 and found enhanced wave activity to the East of the

southernmost Andes, the Antarctica Peninsula and over the open ocean. Eckermann and Preusse65

(1999) and Preusse et al. (2002) showed large amplitude temperature oscillations at respectively

40-50S and 40-57S over the southernmost Andes in soundings from CRISTA on November 1994.

Enhanced activity in the data extended further to the lee side and toward the ocean. Analysis of

UARS MLS data by McLandress et al. (2000) over the southern Andes and the Antarctic Peninsula

between June and August 1992-1997 also showed enhanced temperature fluctuations. A global study70

of GPS RO data by Tsuda et al. (2000) exhibited a significant wave activity over the southern Andes.

Jiang et al. (2002) found in a global UARS MLS data study a strong wave activity close to the

southern Andes and the Antarctic Peninsula between 35S and 75S during the winters of 1992-1997.

The influence extended in a long tail toward the east over the ocean. Jiang, Wu and Eckermann

(2002) used UARS MLS observations and found over the southernmost continental Andes (30-50S,75

85-55W) and the Drake Passage a significant wave activity between May and September 1995-1996.

They stated that Eckermann and Preusse (1999) and Preusse et al. (2002) observed an uncommon

large late-spring stratospheric mountain wave due to fortuitous conditions, as usually November-

April is low season. Wu and Jiang (2002) used UARS MLS 1992-1994 data over Antarctica and

the surroundings to study wave activity. A strong enhancement of wave energy over the Drake80

Passage (70-45 W, 50-70S) was shown to peak in August and September, possibly associated with

the topography close to both continental tips. Hocke et al. (2002) used GPS RO data from the

GPS/MET satellite mission to show in a southern mid-latitude study that during October 1995 GW

fluctuations had a strong and sharp maximum over the Andes between 40-55S. Further North, the

presence of significant lower stratosphere wave activity over the Andes between 30S and 40S, mainly85

during late winter and early spring, has been outlined in studies of de la Torre and Alexander (2005)

and de la Torre, Alexander and Menéndez (2006). Wu (2004) used AMSU-A measurements and

observed enhancements over the southern Andes and the Antarctic Peninsula during June-August

2003 in a southern mid- and high-latitude study. Alexander and Barnet (2007) employed data from

AIRS on September 2003, mainly over 36-56S and 76-56W, to show some significant wave events90

over the Andes, the Antarctic Peninsula and the open ocean. Alexander and Teitelbaum (2007)

studied a single large amplitude mountain wave over the Antarctic Peninsula with AIRS data from
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September 2003. Baumgaertner and McDonald (2007) detected with GPS RO data from January

2002 to June 2006 a maximum of activity between August and November from the tropopause to a

height of 35 km over Antarctica, mainly over the Peninsula.95

This study employed temperature profiles obtained by the CHAllenging Minisatellite Payload

(CHAMP) mission (e.g., Schmidt et al., 2004; Wickert et al., 2005) over the years 2002-2005. Ac-

cording to the morphology of the mountains in the studied region, the nearly-meridional LOS of

most of its retrievals optimizes the detection of the expected roughly North-South phase surfaces of

the mountain waves (de la Torre et al., 2006). A GPS RO long term study including the whole area100

has not been presented up to now. This should complement previous works, as these included either

a fraction of the geographical area of interest or other instruments, which cover different altitudes or

spectral regions of the wave spectrum.

2 Data set and analysis method

CHAMP GPS RO data are product version 1.0 of GENESIS (Global Environmental and Earth Sci-105

ence Information System) at JPL. Around 200 successful measurements were performed daily by

this mission. Between January 1, 2002 and December 31, 2005 a set of 3850 cases fell into 75-35 W

and 35-70 S, our region of study. The geographical distribution of the profiles was relatively even in

this area (see Fig. 1). Although tropospheric data are available, we choose to study only the strato-

sphere. We do so because a particular problem associated with digital filters arises mainly around110

the low- and mid-latitude tropopause, as the sharp change in temperature gradient sign leads to an

artificial enhancement in wave activity [Schmidt et al., 2008]. The vertical resolution of the temper-

ature profiles typically ranges from 0.5 km in the lower troposphere to 1.4 km in the stratosphere

(Kursinski et al., 1997), therefore only waves with vertical wavelengths greater than 2.8 km can be

detected in our study. An unusual result in the work by Baumgaertner and McDonald (2007) is an115

exponential energy decrease instead of an increase in the lower stratosphere. This may be due to a

very local vertical integral when they calculated the energy content. Longer columns may be needed

for calculating the average energy (de la Torre, Schmidt and Wickert, 2006) and here we will follow

this procedure. Wave activity was quantified by calculating the mean potential energy per unit mass

Ep through the average relative temperature T variance between altitudes z1 and z2 in each profile120

(Tsuda et al., 2000):

Ep =
1

z2 − z1

∫ z2

z1

1
2
(

g

N
)2(

T ′

Tb
)2dz (1)

where g is the gravitational acceleration and N represents the Brunt-Väisälä frequency, which may

be derived from each temperature profile. The ratio of perturbation and background temperatures

(T ′/Tb)2 was obtained as follows in each case. The T profiles were low pass filtered, with a cutoff at125

9 km, obtaining Tb. The filter applied is nonrecursive and a Kaiser window was used (e.g., Hamming,

1998). The filter was applied again to the difference T − Tb, now with a cutoff at 3 km, giving T ′
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profiles, which isolate wavelengths between 3 and 9 km. GW in this region typically belong to this

range (e.g., Hocke et al., 2002). The z1 − z2 vertical column for the integral was 18-27 km (i.e.

lower stratosphere in this region).130

3 Seasonal analysis

From energy considerations one could expect a priori that the strong tropospheric wind seasons

would lead to the highest detected wave activity. In addition, the chance of finding critical zero

wind levels in the troposphere (mountain waves are expected to be nearly stationary as seen from the

ground) would then become low. However, the outcome is much more complicated. Larger winds135

imply a shift towards larger vertical wavelengths (e.g., Alexander, 1998), and although this effect

leads to larger saturation amplitudes, it may also take waves in or out of the observational filter of

each method.

In order to examine seasonal variations of gravity wave activity detected by GPS RO, monthly

means of Ep were calculated. Between a minimum of 14 and a maximum of 129 energies were140

averaged in each month. As shown in Fig. 2, September and October are the most intense months.

This result is consistent with other works made over zones contained in our study region and/or

using other methods as mentioned above (for example de la Torre et al. (2006) analyzed GPS RO

only over the region 30-40S, 70-65W).

4 Geographical variation145

The geographical variation of Ep is examined by studying the distribution of the most energetic

cases. Figure 3 shows events with Ep > 4 J/kg. Enhancements around the Andes and the Antarctic

Peninsula and their lee-sides are observed, suggesting orographic forcing of waves. Strong events

are also registered over the ocean. This has also been found in other works, as mentioned above.

Eckermann and Preusse (1999) detected mountain waves 400 km to the East of the highest Andean150

tops. Therefore, “long range effects“ of topography should not be ruled out. Moreover, notice

that only the 55S-60S latitude band has no land and that it is nearly devoid of energetic cases.

Investigation of the possible source is also left here to future works.

5 Critical level filtering

The GW spectrum can be significantly affected by the critical level filtering mechanism. Moun-155

tain waves have nearly zero horizontal phase velocities, so a rotation of the wind vector by ±180o

between two heights filters all of them out (e.g., Shutts, 1998). We follow a similar approach to

Baumgaertner and McDonald (2007) and calculate the most extensive wind rotation angle as from

the 14 pressure levels between 1000 mb and 50 mb (the approximate lower altitude of our study
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interval) in the NCEP (National Center for Environmental Predicition) reanalysis data closest in dis-160

tance and time to each occultation. The rotation angles will be considered as proxies for the amount

of wave filtering. No wind rotation and a ±180o or larger turn would respectively correspond to

null and full filtering. In Fig. 4 we plotted potential energy against the angle for all occultations.

Energy values for angle turns larger than ±180o are plotted as belonging to ±180o respectively. As

there are far more data points at very negative rotation angles and the nonuniform distribution there165

might mislead any immediate conclusions, we developed some kind of normalized analysis accord-

ing to the number of samples as explained below. We also tried to separate ”noise” attributable to

the observational accuracy limit from possibly true waves.

It may be appropriate to consider a threshold Ep in relation to the accuracy of RO. Those cases

who fall below that limit should not be included in the following calculations. RO T profiles may170

be considered precise to roughly 0.5 K (Hajj et al., 2004; Kuo et al., 2005). An integer number

of sinusoidal oscillation cycles with T ′ = 0.5 K in a typical background in the stratosphere where

Tb = 220 K and N = 0.02 s−1 lead in Eq. (1) to Ep ≈ 2 J/kg. The effect of critical level filtering

on wave activity can then be clearly seen in Figure 4 when observing the solid lines that represent

the mean potential energy every 60o (after removal of the 2 J/kg threshold), as the angles close to175

±180o have the lowest averages.

It should be remarked that at least four of the main mechanisms for GW generation should be

considered close to Andes: deep convection, wind shear, geostrophic adjustment and topographic

forcing. However, in the studies of GW observed with satellite remote sounding techniques, when-

ever their origin was analyzed, only the latter two types have been apparently detected (see the180

references in the introduction). It may happen that deep convection and wind shear GW do not fit

into the observational filtering windows of these methods or that their effects are small. Emission

of GW due to geostrophic adjustment (e.g., Fritts and Luo, 1992) may happen after the perturbation

to equilibrium introduced in the studied region by the strong polar and subtropical jets at roughly

250 mb. However, the strong winds and their corresponding significant variations season extends185

from autumn to winter for both southern hemisphere jets. Therefore, the strong GW observed in

this region during late winter and early spring should be mainly attributed to topographic forcing as

discussed above.

6 LOS dependence

The circumstances under which the GPS RO technique is able to resolve gravity waves were exten-190

sively discussed by Alexander et al. (2008). The horizontal resolution of each measurement is in the

worst case in the order of a few hundred kilometers along the LOS of the satellite (Kursinski et al.,

1997). Mountain waves have horizontal wavelengths of tens to hundreds of kilometers (Fritts and

Alexander, 2003) and therefore their detection depends on the horizontal angle between the LOS and
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the wavefronts. A nearly null value is optimal. In the region studied, the Andes and the Antarctic195

Peninsula provide a meridional obstacle for prevailing westerlies, thus preferably generating nearly

meridional wavefronts (Baines, 1995). This fact would facilitate the detection of waves by GPS RO

with a predominating North-South LOS orientation. In the angle distribution for all GPS RO in Fig.

5, 67 % of the LOS directions fall in the range of 90±30 degrees, where the angle is taken counter-

clockwise from the West-East direction. This prevailing viewing geometry favors the detection of200

the expected wavefronts in the zone.

A possible relationship between the LOS and the observed wave energy was then examined. In

Fig. 6, the Ep for each RO is plotted against the LOS angle. To avoid as in Fig. 4 any inappropriate

conclusions due to nonuniform distribution of data points and ”noise”, the average energy (after

removal of values lower than 2 J/kg) has been included as a solid line for each 30o interval. The205

angle effect may be seen. Large deviations from 90 degrees exhibit lower averages. Low activity

values may be true or may be due to inappropriate observational geometry. Large energies can only

be found when both conditions are met: high energy and favorable angle. Even though the mountains

do not follow exactly the North-South direction and winds are not perfectly perpendicular, the largest

means are found around 90 degrees (and somewhat lower angles). Although Baumgaertner and210

McDonald (2007) had many more cases to perform statistics in their Antarctica study, perhaps they

were not able to observe this relationship because of the way they calculated Ep (see above) and

because they took the wind as a proxy for wave direction, whereas it may be more appropriate to

consider the wavefronts parallel to the nearly North-South alignment of the mountains (e.g., de la

Torre et al., 2006).215

7 Amplitude and wavelength distribution

As the number of observed events is large, the above factors influencing GW activity (seasonality,

geographical location, critical level filtering and LOS dependence) possibly roughly balance and a

reasonable average representation of amplitude and wavelength of gravity waves generated in the

studied region may be obtained. This has been performed with a Fourier analysis (after removal of220

cases with Ep < 2 J/kg) and it is shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that dominant wavelengths are found

around 3 km, whereas the shape for amplitude is very similar to what has already been equivalently

observed for potential energy by Baumgaertner and McDonald (2007). It must be stated that detected

and real vertical wavelengths must be distinguished for non-vertical sounding trajectories like GPS

RO, whereby the discrepancy depends on the angle defined by the LOS and the wave constant phase225

surfaces (e.g., Alexander et al., 2008). The deviation may be significant for mountain waves, as their

phase surfaces generally differ from the local horizontal plane.
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8 Conclusions

A study performed for the years 2002-2005 for CHAMP GPS RO data in the region 75-35W, 35-

70S shows energetic GW in the stratosphere to the East of the Andes mountains and the Antarctic230

Peninsula. Some cases even occur over the ocean. Typical waves have detected vertical wavelengths

around 3 km and sub-Kelvin temperature amplitudes. Critical level filtering was found to have a

significant impact on wave energy and to imply that a large fraction of the intense activity stems

from mountain waves. The most energetic cases are found when the LOS is nearly aligned with the

expected wavefronts, i.e. in the N-S direction. These facts show that the satellites’ and regional con-235

ditions are nearly optimal for wave activity detection. Observations such as those from GPS RO can

be used to validate the short vertical wavelength range of results from other satellite-based methods.

Given the fact that other instruments have observed the same seasonal changes over different vertical

wavelength ranges and heights in the analyzed region, we conclude that the observational filtering

effect is unlikely to determine these variations.240
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Fig. 1. The region studied and the geographical distribution of RO represented by dots.

Fig. 2. Monthly means of Ep for each year of the study. The black squares in the graph for year 2005 represent

the monthly averages over the four years.
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Fig. 3. Geographical distribution of events with Ep > 4 J/kg. Topography has been included for reference.

Fig. 4. Ep against the most extensive rotation angle of the wind between 1000 mb and 50 mb for all the studied

cases. Solid lines represent the average Ep in every 60o interval after removal of events below the 2 J/kg

threshold.
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Fig. 5. LOS angle distribution for all the studied cases.

Fig. 6. Ep against LOS angle for all the studied cases. Solid lines represent the average Ep in every 30o interval

after removal of events below the 2 J/kg threshold.
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Fig. 7. Vertical Wavelength and amplitude distribution for cases with Ep > 2 J/kg.
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